SMART PROFESSIONAL VEHICLES

100% GREEN, 100% ELECTRIC
ADDAX leverages a long experience in operating
fleets of electric vehicles to design and build an
eLCVs that can afford hard work.
The focus is set on robustness, quality, reliability,
autonomy and customization.

100% MADE IN BELGIUM
Based on international best practices, designed
and assembled in Belgium by highest standards
industry and experienced engineers, and close to
your operations for your comfort.
Development, research and production are located
in Belgium. Unique. And we are proud of it.

GREEN AND AFFORDABLE
Choose between purchasing or renting. Renting is
economically attractive for electric car: for a fixed
amount per month, your mobility is guaranteed
throughout the duration of the operational leasing
contract.
Financially predictable, no budget surprises along
the way, no fixed immobilization, no asset-related
risks. And you make your fleet ready to meet the
Horizon 2020 and COP21 goals.

EFFICIENT AFTERSALES SERVICE
Your electric vehicle is a key component of your
business process. At Addax, we built a robust
vehicle designed to stand in any kind of situation.
But would they occur, downtime periods need
to be as short as possible. In case of breakdown,
your connected vehicle immediately transfer us
the error code via 3G monitoring, allowing a quick
and efficient intervention by one of our mobile local
technical teams.
All repairs and maintenance happen on site.

ELECTRICAL DATA
Model

MT10

Motor type

MT15

Three phase asynchronus

Motor power

8 kW

9 kW

Motor torque

130 Nm

149 Nm

Battery type
Battery capacity

Lithium Iron Phosphate
10,2 kWh

14,4 kWh

Battery guarantee
Charging

5 years
Standard plug
(16A 230V)

TECHNICAL DATA
Homologation

L7e or N1

Total passengers

2

Maximum speed

55 km/h

70 km/h

Autonomy

80 km

110 km

Turning circle

4m

Weight chassis cabin

600 kg

Maximum load capacity

1000 kg

Maximum towing capacity

2000 kg

Brakes front & rear

Discs

Suspension front & rear

Coiled springs

STANDARD OR CUSTOMERTAILORED OPTIONS TO SUIT
YOUR BUSINESS
Adapted for your needs, your van benefits from a customized
production.
Open or closed cargo box, integrated cooling system,
convenient sorting fixture, or just the chassis cab ? Safe
and comfortable: double suspension, disc breaks, peripheral
ground vision, ...
If your needs fit the standard options for the best price value,
or if your business requires specific solutions, you will find
the right approach at Addax.
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DIMENSIONS (mm)
Cabin width (without mirrors)

1390

(A) Deck length min/max

2150 / 2420

(B) Maxium width (without mirrors)

1500
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(C) Maximum hight (without beacon)

2500

(D) Min/max distance to the load center of gravity from front axle

1075 / 1210

(E) Total length

3590

(F) Overhang - rear

523

Overhang - front

915

Wheelbase

2027

Deck height

780
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